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Nicolas Beuglet

THRILLER

THE LAST MESSAGE
(Le DERNIER MESSAGE)
AFTER HIS PREVIOUS BESTSELLERS

- 910 000 COPIES SOLD NICOLAS BEUGLET PRESENTS US
WITH HIS NEW SERIES

An abbey and its wind-battered walls,
a body mutilated in the strangest of ways,
indecipherable scientific formulas...
Inspector Grace Campbell does not yet know
that the last message
is about to change the course of humanity.
ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO KNOW THE TRUTH?
The island of Iona, west of Scotland. Great stretches of brown
grass interspersed with black rocks. And, at the end of the “Street
of the Dead”, the grey silhouette of the abbey. Behind its windbattered walls, a resident has just been found murdered, his
body mutilated in the strangest of ways. The police investigation
is headed by Scottish inspector Grace Campbell.
After a year of sidelining, she knows that her career is at stake.
When Grace arrives at the monastery under the driving rain,
she pushes open the heavy front door and is met by the shifting
gaze of the five monks who live there. All they can say about the
victim is his name: Anton. They all know, on the other hand,
that he had a secret study hidden away in the walls, a space
strewn with scientific formulas...
What was Anton researching? Why has he been killed with
such savagery? As she tries to recover her lost self-confidence,
Grace does not yet realize that the solution to one of the most
intriguing puzzles of mankind rests solely on her shoulders...

Be warned... The Last Message might plunge you to the
depths of anguish and insanity...

the mysterious, solitary figure
of the young Scottish inspector,
Grace Campbell
•
THE NEW VOICE IN FRENCH CRIME
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nicolas beuglet • INTERVIEW

Nicolas Beuglet
is 46 years old. After fifteen years at the TV channel
M6, he decided to devote his time to writing
screenplays and novels. He lives in BoulogneBillancourt with his wife and two daughters.
The Last Message is his fourth novel.

In The Last Message, we meet your new heroine, Grace Campbell. Can you tell us something
about her?
Grace is a young Scotswoman of 32, a police inspector in Glasgow. At work, she is known for her ability
to laugh at herself and for her gentle approach: she has an astonishing empathy for victims, who confide
in her freely. This great ability to listen probably comes from her solitary life – for Grace has chosen to
live absolutely alone, without family or friends. Why? The reason for that decision hides behind a locked
door in her apartment...
The starting point of your story is a particularly brutal crime, committed in a monastery
on the little, windswept island of Iona. The victim is also a mystery...
When Grace turns up at this isolated monastery, all the monks are suspects. They can’t look her in the
eye, they speak in hushed tones and nobody seems to know who the victim was. He was a resident of the
community who had rented a room there for two years. All they know about him is his name, Anton, and
his habit of holing himself up in his little room for hours on end, doing nobody knows what. The way he
was killed, unprecedented in the history of crime, is proof enough that he was not just a random victim.
In all your novels, you plumb the depths of humanity. Here, you deal with the development of human intelligence. Is it a way of exorcising your own fears and preoccupations?
It isn’t the shadowy parts of humanity that interest me so much as the ideas, phenomena and realities that
shape us – or rather, deform and traumatize us without our even realizing they exist. I like to shed light
on ideas that we do not talk about but which change everything. The spark that ignited The Last Message
came from the observation, both fascinating and terrifying, that for over 20 years now, western human
intelligence has been in decline.
Homo sapiens has been on earth for thousands of years and it is in our era that they are becoming their
most stupid! Why now? What has happened? Is it just chance or the consequence of certain choices of
which we haven’t realized the significance? Or, even worse, is it organized by certain people? The question
is all the more pressing since intelligence is at the basis of our whole survival as a species. Just as a war for
water is being talked about, this is a war over intelligence that is looming on the horizon...
Without giving away the plot, could you tell us more about this “last message” that
involves the reader in mind blowing trains of thought?
It’s important to know that I write thrillers based only on facts – little-known facts but real ones nonetheless. The Last Message is based on scientific research that has been carried out in universities but which
has not yet reached the public domain. In fact, I wonder whether that isn’t precisely because it is too
unsettling. These discoveries are, as you say, truly mind blowing because they challenge all one’s beliefs –
and when I say “one”, I mean “you” as well. So the only thing I can tell you with certainty is that this last
message is likely to plunge you into a very strange state indeed...

Nicolas Beuglet

THRILLER

DEVIL’S ISLAND
(L’ÎLE DU DIABLE)

REVENGE IS A MATTER OF MEMORY
The body covered with a strange white powder… the
extremities gangrenous…
A face frozen in a grimace of pain…
Sarah Geringën is gripped with horror when she sees her
father’s body. And is paralysed with fear when the pathologist
gives her the key found in his stomach.
What if her father was not the man he seemed to be?
From murky Norwegian forests to icy Siberian plains, the
former Special Forces inspector goes on a journey to confront
a terrifying family secret. What will she discover in that old
manor house isolated in the woods? Will she dare venture
onto Devil’s Island?
Nicolas Beuglet’s new novel is a spine-chilling thriller that
exhumes a horrifying unknown event from the depths of history
and poses intriguing questions.

N°1

For 4 weeks
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IN France

How much of our ancestors live in us, for better or worse?
Published
September, 2019
320 p.

A THRILLER INSPIRED BY
RECENT DISCOVERIES & DRAMATIC EVENTS
•
Spine-chilling and terribly addictive

170 000
copies
sold
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nicolas beuglet • INTERVIEW
Your new thriller Devil’s Island begins where you left off in The Alliance: Sarah Geringën is in
a sticky predicament in a prison cell… What is she doing behind bars?
Sarah has been imprisoned as a result of the daring and determination that characterise her. In her job she
has a reputation of being cold and taciturn but with a formidable efficiency that makes her one of the best
inspectors in the country. Which is why the government had called on her to find out who assassinated
the Norwegian Prime Minister in The Alliance. But at the most critical moment of her investigation, Sarah
inadvertently caused the death of an innocent bystander whom she was trying to save. The circumstances
are unclear and while the enquiry is being carried out, she is incarcerated. She is consumed with remorse
and also with grief at the break up with the love of her life, Christopher.
Sarah is confronted with a murder that will shake her to the very depths, uncovering the
pain of a past filled with shadows…
When she learns of her father’s murder, Sarah is convinced it is the result of a burglary gone wrong.
Her father was a peaceable man with a straightforward life. However, when she sees the terrifying staging of the murder, she realises he was not the man he seemed to be. His body is covered in a mysterious
white powder, his extremities are frozen to the point of gangrene and his face is contorted with suffering.
Stranger still, the pathologist finds a key in his stomach. What does it open? What terrible act can her
father have committed to deserve such a death?
For me, finding out that someone you love is not the person you thought he was, is the most anxiety-making experience. Especially if that shadowy area has repercussions for oneself…
Your thriller deals with an incredible affair of revenge. A meal best eaten very very
cold… And which takes us back to an unknown but chilling historical event. What can
you tell us about this, without spoiling the intrigue?
One day I was helping friends move a small public library. A history book had been left on a shelf and
when I saw its terrifying title, I was immediately captured. The book described in detail a terrible event
that took place somewhere in Europe during the 1930s. The facts were so appalling that I was certain
I would find references to them in every history textbook and in large number of articles but in fact there
were none! It is extraordinary that such an affair is not known all over the world, particularly since what
happened there inevitably left deep traces in our collective memory.
At the end of the book we finally understand the complex personality of your heroine.
Devil’s Island seems to conclude a trilogy. Is that right?
As an investigator, Sarah is a woman who fights for the truth – but in fact, most of all she is fighting
herself. Eaten up with a guilt she does not understand, she immerses herself in work, trying to make
amends for an unknown sin. All while hoping desperately for a child. In this latter aim, Sarah will be
pushed to the furthest reaches of her unconscious. What will she find there? The redemption she hopes
for or a truth that will destroy her? Her inner conflict reflects our own: we all have to move forward in life
despite the traumas we have inherited from our parents. I feel that the psychological battle Sarah wages
with herself captures the question that propels everyone’s life: to what degree are we capable of, or do
we want, freedom?

Nicolas Beuglet
The Alliance

THRILLER

(COMPLOT)
A NEW GRIPPING INVESTIGATION
FOR SARAH GERINGEN, PROTAGONIST
OF “THE SCREAM” BESTSELLER
An island stricken by icy winds, in Norway on the edge of the
Arctic Circle. Atop a cliff, the naked and martyred corpse of a
woman. The country’s Prime Minister. Her hands grip a piece
of white chalk. Below, on a corniche, the hollowed out head
of a bull.
Faced with this crime scene, as terrifying as it is bizarre, the
Norwegian authorities have no other choice but to call in Sarah
Geringën, the ex-special forces agent and super-investigator
who was in charge of the investigation in The Scream, Nicolas
Beuglet’s previous novel.
Sarah discovers that the victim was killed by sword and that
between her toes there is a miniscule tattoo with the word “Etta”.
While researching the crime she discovers that the same type
of crimes happened… 2700 years ago. Soon after, she unearths
a sanctuary beneath the Prime Minister’s house. Inside she
finds a computer and the references of three women in charge
of carrying out an incredible mission: restoring the power
of women.
Next to the names of these women are three dates, very close
together. This sounds like a guarantee of mayhem. Sarah is sure
that these women are in danger. When she starts feeling the
shadow of a killer hovering around her the elite policewoman
understands that a deadly hunt has begun to stop them.
And keep men in power….

PUBLISHED
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A REMARKABLE THRILLER
FULL OF ACTION AND SUSPENSE
•
After The Scream, Nicolas Beuglet gives us
a new thriller with an astonishing ending
•
AND WHAT IF, LONG BEFORE MEN,
WOMEN RULED THE WORLD?
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270 000
copies sold
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Nicolas Beuglet

THRILLER

the scream
(LE CRI)
The discovery of a greatly talented
writer
Every page of the story raises the question of the meaning
of existence and plunges us into our innermost fears
Psychiatric Hospital in Gaustad, Oslo. At dawn after a night of
bitter cold, the body of a patient is found strangled to death in
his cell, his mouth open in a silent scream. Rushed to the scene,
the disconcerting inspector Sarah Geringen immediately
senses that this case will be unlike any other…
The mysteries pile up: why does the victim have a scar in
the form of the number 488 on his forehead? What do the
indecipherable drawings on the walls of his cell signify? Why
does the hospital staff seem so uncomfortable with the identity
of this man who had been interned in the Gaustad Hospital for
over thirty years?
For Sarah it is the beginning of a terrifying investigation that
will send her from London to Ascension Island, from the mines
of Minnesota to the heights of ancient Nice.
Subjected to a relentless countdown, Sara’s destiny will be linked
to that of a French investigative journalist, Christopher, and she
will discover, while digging up CIA records, a staggering truth
about one of the questions that haunts each and every one of us:
life after death…

BESTSELLE
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The response, buried in top secret laboratories, might just
be more frightening than the question!

A FASCINATING THRILLER OF
RARE COMPLEXITY, INSPIRED BY
REAL DISCOVERIES AND EVENTS

470 000
copies sold
in France

Bulgaria: Enthusiast
Czech Rep.: XYZ
Greece: Mati
Poland: Sonia Draga
Russia: Centrpoligraph
Slovakia: Albatros Media
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Rights sold in
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“THIS THRILLER IS ONE OF
THE BEST OF THE SEASON.
ADDICTIVE !”
FEMME ACTUELLE
“A PUNCHY THRILLER!”
ICI PARIS

Bernard Minier

THRILLER

THE VALLEY
(LA VALLÉE)

“I think someone is acting as if
they think they are God…”
A cry for help in the middle of the night.
A valley cut off from the world.
An abbey filled with secrets.
A mysterious forest.
A series of terrible murders.
Terrified inhabitants who want justice done.
The accusations of a poison pen writer.
A community on the brink of chaos.

N° 1
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Bestseller
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A new Martin Servaz investigation
MANIPULATION, SUBMISSION & FEAR
IN A VALLEY CUT OFF FROM THE WORLD
•
A HIGH-ALTITUDE & CONFINEMENT THRILLER
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p. 528

250 000
copies sold
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The master OF Opressive atmospheres
& gripping plotlines!

8 NOVELS
4 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE
TRANSLATED IN 22 LANGUAGES
Bernard Minier Bernard Minier was born in Béziers in 1960
and grew up in the Southwestern France. He now lives near Paris and
writes full-time. Published in 2011, his first novel, The Frozen Dead (Glacé),
marks the beginning of the investigations of Martin Servaz and was adapted
in TV series currently available worldwide on Netflix. The success of his
ensuing 7 novels have made him an essential French thriller author.

Bernard Minier

BERNARD MINIER • INTERVIEW
Readers have the pleasure of meeting Martin Servaz again in your new thriller,
The Valley. What’s happened to him since Sœurs?
There’s been a big change in his life; he is no longer single. That has consequences of course – mainly
positive but not solely – professionally as a cop and personally. And it really is a huge change because until
now he had vowed never to share his life with anyone. So readers are going to meet a radically different
Servaz, rejuvenated and happier – at first, at any rate…
You chose an isolated valley, cut off from the world, as the claustrophobic setting for this
eighth novel. Can you tell us why…?
I’ve always liked shutting my characters in. I know that’s a strange thing to say given what we are experiencing but the novel was of course written before the terrible trial we’re currently undergoing. Just as
the people in Iced or the teenagers in A Hell of a Story are enclosed in a valley or on an island – everything
is infinitely more heightened, tense and dangerous when the characters are all shut up together and left
to their own devices. Here, the valley of the title is cut off from the world because one side of a mountain
has collapsed onto the only road into and out of it. I was interested to see how everyone would react in
such circumstances.
Since then, as I’ve said, current events have caught up with me and as we all know, we are increasingly
imprisoned and cut off from each other. The claustrophobic enclosed world of The Valley is an incredible
echo of all the enclosed worlds that have been grown up almost everywhere. In La Vallée as in real life,
people can no longer go to work and children are deprived of school. I repeat that the book was written
before.
The book also features an abbey full of secrets. Was this an opportunity for you to develop
a theme of Good versus Evil?
I believe it goes further than that. This valley and little town are the reflection of contemporary society
and culture. We are living in a terrible era in which too many people – not everyone, far from it – feel the
need to judge rather than understand and to destroy those who don’t think like them, thereby creating
enemies. The choice to set part of the action in an abbey allowed me to deal not only with this conflict of
the past versus the contemporary era but also to talk about this terrifying obsession with purity that has
overtaken us.
Your novel gives an important place to female characters – a doctor, a mayor and also
a formidable psychiatrist. Is that a question of equality or a pretext for exploring the
subtle relations between the sexes?
That was absolutely not premeditated. It just came about like that: these female characters imposed
themselves on the story as it developed and I have to say I took enormous pleasure in bringing them to
life. But you have to remember that, since Iced, women have had the upper hand over men – with the
Servaz-Ziegler duo, I had already taken a wicked pleasure in reversing the traditional male-female roles
of these police partnerships in thrillers.

Bernard Minier
M, THE EDGE OF THE ABYSS
(M, LE BORD DE L’ABÎME)

welcome to the darkest scenario
THRILLER
Why does Moïra, a young French girl, find herself in Hong Kong,
at Ming, the Chinese digital giant?
Why, from the first night, is she approached by the police?
Why does the Center, the ultramodern headquarters of Ming,
hide so many secrets?
Why does Moïra feel constantly followed and spied on?
Why are violent deaths increasing among the Center employees
- murders, accidents, suicides?
While she is just starting her mission at Ming, Moïra becomes
convinced that the truth that awaits her at the end of the night
will be more frightening than the most terrifying nightmares.
A novel about a world under construction, our world, where
the power of technology and artificial intelligence authorizes
the darkest scenarios.

DIZZYING AND FASCINATING
A THRILLER UNLIKE ANYOTHER
•
an absolutely contemporary,
mind-blowing NOVEL

Published
March, 2019
576 p.

WELCOME TO HONG KONG!
IN THE MOST SECRET COMPANY IN THE WORLD!
AT M... AT THE EDGE OF THE ABYSS...
«A thriller that talks about paranoia, manipulation, the impossibility of hiding
in the modern world, the end of private life with the all-out development of Big
Data and people becoming more and more technologically connected – and, above
all it deals with those huge, opaque internet companies that now pull all the strings
and dictate the rules. M, le bord de l’abîme is a contemporary thriller and above
all not a work of science fiction. I am describing technology that is already part
of – and will be increasingly – our everyday lives but which people do not
know much about. M is a novel about today’s world.» Bernard Miner

400 000
copies sold

Bernard Minier
M, the Edge of the Abyss is the enigmatic title of Bernard Minier’s new thriller. «M» is the
first letter of Ming, a Chinese internet giant based in Hong Kong where the employees
are involved in multiple crimes, accidents and suicides. Why? That is the question at the
heart of Bernard Minier’s novel.
The author researched the background to the book in Hong Kong by exploring the business districts and the areas where prostitution and gambling thrive. He discovered a
fascinating city that is the most densely populated, and one of the most secret, in the
world.
The story goes far beyond such themes: the author takes us to the heart of our brave
new world where the power of technology and artificial intelligence lead to the darkest
of scenarios.

BERNARD MINIER • INTERVIEW
Your latest thriller has a mysterious title. Just the letter “M” and a phrase that seems to
serve as warning : the edge of the abyss…
“M” is the symbol of a mysterious firm, Ming Inc, an internet giant in the mould of Google or Facebook,
but on the Chinese side… These new Asian empires are called Baidu, Tencent and Alibaba, with the only
difference that, in the words of Stanford professor Andrew Ng, a former Google and Baidu employee:
“The Chinese know what Westerners are doing but not the other way round.” “M” is also a reference
to Moira Chevalier, the heroine of the thriller – a brilliant young Frenchwoman recruited by Ming who
discovers a terrifying world at the edge of the abyss… our world.
Where did the idea to base your thriller in Hong Kong come from?
We’re living at a time when everything, absolutely everything, is changing. And it’s in Asia that things
are moving most rapidly. I could have based my mysterious, disturbing company, Ming Inc, in Shanghai
or in Hong Kong. When I happened to be there last summer, one of the Chinese mobile phone giants was
listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange. And then it’s a city that has always fascinated me and that is a
fabulous backdrop for a thriller. It is the highest city in the world and one of the most densely populated,
with more than 7,000 tower blocks. It is a perpetual maelstrom that is like an incredible ant’s nest or
termite mound. It’s New York to the power of a thousand. A city that is largely run-down, chaotic and
anarchic. I went there in the middle of the rainy season, which made everything even more dramatic and
oppressive. It was like being in the first Blade Runner with Harrison Ford ! Hong Kong is the city of the
future. A nightmare in many ways.
Tell us about your heroine, Moira Chevalier. What role does she have at Ming?
Moira has worked at the Facebook Artificial Inteligence Research lab in Paris. She is a young French
woman of her time, overqualified, extremely competent and ambitious. She is also carrying baggage
from a traumatic past and deep wounds that haunt her. She is offered a position working on DEUS, the
revolutionary universal chatbot being developed by the Ming empire, powered by artificial intelligence.
These intelligent virtual assistants, such as Siri or Alexa, represent the next El Dorado for internet giants
and Moira sees it as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be seized. However, once inside the company, she
begins to find out that it is filled with secrets and shady goings-on. Some Ming employees seem to be very
afraid. Others meet with violent ends – accidents, suicides, murders…
You highlight the incredible power of artificial intelligence through the story. We finally understand what
it is, and the truth is chilling…
What interests me is the impact that artificial intelligence has – and will have – on our lives, our choices
and decisions and how it’s going to turn our worlds upside down. It is disorientating, fascinating and
terrifying… This novel can help us understand what is happening and what is going to happen; I believe
it gives a clear signpost to what awaits us. To achieve that, I had to undertake extensive research and
investigation.

Bernard Minier
ONE OF THE BEST THRILLER WRITERS IN FRANCE

4 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE
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worldwide

Iced /2011

The Circle /2012

A breathtaking first novel
In the Pyrenees, the body of
a headless horse is found with
traces of DNA belonging to
an infamously dangerous
serial killer, currently locked
away in a neighboring
psychiatric hospital. A few
days later, the first human
victim is found.

An oppressive atmosphere
A surprise phone call
from the past,
a mysterious e-mail, both
signs that the most twisted
of all serial killers may be
back…
Full English translation
available

Full English translation
available

Don’t Turn out
the light / 2014
prepare for the worst
What happens when
someone takes control
of your life and your
relationships? And what
is hiding in the darkness?
Don’t turn out the
lights… and if you do,
prepare for the worst!
Full English translation
available

590,000

470,000

copies

copies

480,000
copies

N° 1 on the French
Bestseller lists

A Hell of Story
/ 2015
DANGER IS NOT WHERE YOU
THINK
Temporarily abandoning
the commander Martin
Servaz, Bernard Minier
delves into a universe
where danger is not where
we think and intimacy is
an illusion… he brilliantly
tells us a dark and tension
filled story… A hell of a
story.

NIGHT / 2017
AN INSANE CLIFFHANGER
A stormy night on the North
Sea. Kirsten Nigaard,
the Norwegian inspector,
is investigating on a murder
on the off-shore platform.
A few days later she finds
herself in the office of Martin
Servaz: the missing man is
Julian Hirtmann, the illusive
killer that the police have been
pursuing for years.
Full English translation
Available

SISTERS / 2018

A NIGHTMARE WRITTEN IN
BLACK INK
A spouse, two sisters,
three cummunicants...
and what if the investigation
from 20 years ago indicated
the wrong man? For Servaz,
the past, resurfacing,
will turn into a nightmare.
«Immense, enormous, the forest
streched out before them. Poor,
fallen souls, I had to kill you...»

AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
A glossy television series, adapted from "iced ",
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now available on Netflix in more than 190 countries

		PRAISEs for BERNARD MINIER

• «Over the past few years, France has produced some of Europe’s most
striking and original crime novelists. Bernard Minier is up there with
the best» The Sunday Times
• «A super-accelerated version of a Hitchcock thriller, with thrills
and shocks on nearly every page . . . Minier reels out lurid, quick and
dirty prose, dirty» THE Spectator
• «Bernard Minier’s novels confirm his status in the forefront of crime
fiction’s French renaissance . . . A gripping read» The Times
• «Night, the thriller that will keep you awake.» Bernard Lehut, RTL
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Olivier bal

A NEW VOICE IN FRENCH
THRILLER

The Clara Miller
Affair
(L’AFFAIRE CLARA MILLER)
A cursed lake
A rock star hiding out in his manor
A headstrong journalist
THE BLOODY RED CARPET OF CELEBRITY...
The body floated up to the surface of the water, like those of the
other women. Six in total… This cursed place, in the forests of New
Hampshire, is known as Suicide Lake.
Clara Miller was a journalist. Like Paul Green, the Globe reporter
who takes up Clara’s case; they had known each other as students
and she had been his platonic love. He is certain that she did not
commit suicide.
A man intrigues him: Mike Stilth, the mega-pop star holed up several
kilometres away at Lost Lakes. He has transformed his manor house
into a fortress where he lives with his two young children, Noah &
Eva, who know nothing of the outside world.
The star is surrounded by a handful of loyal staff, including Joan
Harlow, the dreadful publicist who guards his privacy and will stop
at nothing to prevent any harm coming to the Stilth empire.

PUBLISHED
March, 2020
490 P.

ENGLISH SAMPLE
AVAILABLE

Paul Green is patient, however. In his old, beat-up Ford, he
unwearyingly circles the property, seeking to find out whether there
is a road leading directly to the lake.

When you have everything, when you are on the
top, where is there left to go?

medias

The dark, hidden face of fame
•
Fame is a COSTLY dream, Very costly…

“Hello anguish! Olivier Bal gives us a great show – fantastic, horrific
and intriguing!” L’Express
Novelist OLIVIER BALL is 41 years old and the author of
the critically acclaimed “Limbes” [Limbo]
and its sequel “Maître des Limbes” [Master of Limbo].

romain sardou

THRILLER & FAMILY DRAMA

Forewarned is
not Forearmed
(UN HOMME AVERTI NE VAUT RIEN)

a terrible truth hidden
behind the façade of family ties

They don’t know each other. Michael Monroe, an
impoverished orphan, grew up in London. Mathilde
Bateman comes from an extremely wealthy New York
family. One has nothing, the other everything. One
wants to change his life, the other to change the world.
They should never have met. Around them, murders and
disappearances abound – due to what curse?

PUBLISHED
JUNE, 2020
352 p.

From the banks of the Thames to the ports of the Savannah
river, from London to Boston, Michael and Mathilda track
down the truth with no idea of what they are going to
discover. About their families, their pasts and ultimately
themselves. Certain crimes are inherited…

thwarted love & total revenge
•
a breathless thriller &
a heart-rending family saga
•
Power struggles, a Mafia-like clan,
family secrets & crazed ambitions
Born of a long line of artists, singers, actors, writers,
Romain Sardou developed a passion
for reading and writing at an early young age. His
novel, Forgive us our Sins, became a bestseller
(280.000 copies sold in France while the book was
translated into 20 languages).

amelie antoine

family drama

The Day When
(Le Jour où)

When love brings renewed life and hope
to people battered down by life…..

Spring 2019 in a Parisian cemetery where Rebecca often comes
to put flowers on deserted tombs and where Benjamin has just
attended a stranger’s funeral.
Thrown together by a chance meeting, their relationship develops
cautiously. Both imprisoned by suffering, the secrets of the past are
sometimes difficult to reveal. And Rebecca’s secrets make Benjamin
alternate between passionate love and a gnawing sense of worry.

PUBLISHED
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400 P.

Benjamin suffers from severe post-traumautic stress and is eaten
away with guilt and anxiety. Rebecca has completely withdrawn
into herself after experiencing a terrible tragedy, expecting nothing
more from life. Both of them are adrift and have given up fighting
to get back on shore.
Can love save us when we have nothing left to hang on to? Can you
charm a woman when you are carrying crushing guilt?
Despite the odds, these two tormented souls learn to tame each
other and to lower their defences, eventually choosing light over
shadows…

A powerful book
written in a mesmerising style

AMELIE ANTOINE is 36 years old.
She lives in the North of France and The
Day When is her seventh novel.

myrielle marc

FAMILY DRAMA

ARIANE’S FOOL
(LE FOU D’ARIANE)
a terrible truth hidden
behind the façade of family ties

Véronique is five years old in 1940 when her grandfather,
a respected notary, decides that wealth is an abomination and
that henceforth he would be poor – along with his family, as
long as they remain under his roof.
The house, The Laburnums, is emptied of its furniture, the five
grandchildren from different liaisons, being entrusted with
various chores: for Véronique the wooden logs, for Ariane,
two years older, the picking of blackberries and chestnuts up
in the mountains – Ariane whose mocking smile and green,
oh so green, eyes she cannot bear…
What is this little witch Ariane hiding? What secret ties her
to this grandfather who has lost his marbles?
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“I was very naive,“ says Véronique at the start of the novel.
“I didn’t even know I had already started lying to myself….”

A novel in which bizarre & painful
events are evoked in a masterfully
poetic language
•
a journey into a delightful,
terrifying world of subterfuge
•
the enchanting scenery
and the façade of family ties hide
a sinister truth

Born in 1946, MYRIELLE MARC wrote
The Cursed Man at the age of 17. But it’s only fifty
years later, that she finally accepted to have this
gripping novel published. Her new novel Ariane’s Fool
takes us on a journey into a delightful but terrifying
world of subterfuge where the enchanting scenery
and the façade of family ties hide a sinister truth.
Myrielle Marc, a retired teacher, lives near Nantes.

Xavier MULLER
ERECTUS

TOP 10
FRENCH
THRILLER
LIST

DYSTOPIAN THRILLER

A FAST-PACED & Dizzying
science thriller
In the heart of Kruger Park, South Africa, animal and
plant species are suddenly changing and turning back
into their prehistoric form. Anna Meunier, a young
French paleontologist, explores the region to trace the
trail of contamination. But soon the very first human
cases of regression are discovered. What was only a
risky assumption becomes a global nightmare!
The infection dramatically spreads via poisonous rats.
In New York, Paris, Geneva, from China to Japan,
the homo-erectus with prominent jaws trigger panic
among the population.
As States mobilize, anti-prehistoric militias are forming
everywhere. Erectus try to flee the places where they are
parked. At the UN, the debate is raging: should these
erectus be considered as men? Should they be protected
or should the population be protected from them?
Upon learning that her companion, Yann, is infected
too, Anna embarks on a desperate quest to get back
the love of her life. Until the very last moment, she
will cling to the hope of saving the man she does not
recognize anymore...

What if the love of your life
turned into a prehistoric man?
What would you do?
•
What if we all became prehistoric humans again?

90 000 COPIES
SOLD IN FRANCE

Published
november, 2018
450 p.
English SAMPLE
available

Rights sold in 7 countries
GERMANY (Heyne), SPAIN (Plaza& Janés),
JAPAN (Take Shobo), POLAND (Swiat Ksiaski),
RUSSIA (Family Leisure Club),
CZECH REPUBLIC (Albatros Media), ROMANIA

Xavier MULLER
XAVIER MULLER is 44 years old. He holds a PhD in physics. He works
as science journalist for prestigious specialized magazines, and contributes to
the publications of National Science Research Center (CNRS). He previously
published children books. "ERECTUS", which is five years in the making,
is his first major novel.
XAVIER MULER • INTERVIEW
If you had to describe your novel in a few lines, what would you say?
Erectus is the story of a global pandemic triggered by a virus that can reverse species. Under its influence,
species climb back up the time course of evolution: dogs will turn back into wolves, whales into land
mammals and men... into prehistoric men. Erectus! For the paleontologist Anna Meunier, who discovers
this phenomenon, then for the WHO and the UN, a race against time begins to stop the virus before the
whole human species is affected. But for Anna, everything turns around when her companion is contaminated. Her fight becomes then more personal and the reader will witness a very unique love story which,
I believe, is quite moving.
How did you get the idea of Erectus?
As a scientist and as a writer, I have always been fascinated by the bestiality in humans. This animal
nature never miss an opportunity to remind us who we are. We all have somehow experienced it, in
peculiar and unpleasant situations. Internal forces can wake up and turn us into someone else, just as if
a switch had just been flicked. It is by reflecting on this animal dimension that lies dormant in us, that
I came up with the idea of a spectacular backward step. Actually Erectus is a modern reinterpretation
of the werewolf’s myth. With one difference: novels in which man screams on moonlit nights are pure
fictions. While in Erectus, I put my scientific background in the service of writing a much more plausible
scenario than it seems...
Beyond the plot, full of suspense and twists, your novel poses ethical questions, but also
philosophical and fundamental questions...
All «monsters» stories have a double meaning. They speak about acceptance of difference. In my novel,
monsters are the regressed versions of men: Homo Erectus... This possible cohabitation of two human
species fascinates me. Imagine yourself, forty thousand years ago, in the heart of an European forest.
Suddenly, you come face to face with a Neanderthal man. What would you think of him? His massive
physique, with his forehead resembling an American football helmet, would it put you off? The inferiority
of his intelligence would reassure you or worry you? Erectus does not only tell the chaotic management
of a pandemic. It also tackles a terrible case of conscience. How can we treat our fellow humans who are
also our ancestors? Should they be regarded as wild beasts or as brothers? Should we lock them away in
camps, try to educate them, respect their alterity? The situation brings dizzying questions. Remember that
not so long ago, people were locked up in cages and exhibited in freak-shows...

A science thriller very much in the mold of those by
Michael Crichton, James Patterson, Douglas & Richard Preston
with a highly original concept that is scientifically plausible

THE TERRIFYING SPECTRE
OF HUMANITY’S REGRESSION

CAI JUN

THRILLER

Like yesterday
(COMME HIER)

CAI JUN

COMME HIER
THRILLER

AN original PUZZLE
OF DAUNTING COMPLEXITY
On 13 August 2017, Jiao Keming, a computer technology
teacher at the Nanming high school, his wife and their fiveyear-old son – who suffers from a congenital illness – are
murdered in their apartment.
Charged with the enquiry, the incorruptible Ye Xiao is
assisted by Sheng Xia, one of the victim’s pupils. Seventeen
years old, red hair, a Thai box expert and formidable hacker…
Suffering from a terminal brain tumour, she has vowed to
avenge her teacher – with whom she had developed, before
his death, a revolutionary virtual reality app called “Like
yesterday”.
Thanks to this new technology that enables people to dive
back into their own memories and to explore other people’s
ones, the righters of wrongs will uncover two cold cases.
In this gripping thriller that navigates between reality and
the virtual world, the characters are like so many pieces of
a puzzle that fit neatly together until, in the final resolution,
the complete picture is revealed.
The unlikely but very likeable duo of avenging angels
represent a glimmer of hope in this dark picture of
21st century Chinese society that teems with violence and
unbridled capitalism – with all its catastrophic consequences
on the environment and humanity – and the ubiquitous
presence of new communication technologies…

A fast-paced thriller in the vein of
«Black Mirror» series
•
a striking portrait of today’s China

Published
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13 MILLION
COPIES SOLD
IN CHINA

THE new BESTSELLING NOVEL OF
THE CHINESE STEPHEN KING
CAI JUN is born in Shanghai in 1978, and started to write at
22 years old. His novels met immediately with success. Today, known for
his inexhaustible imagination and incredible sense of suspense, he is one the
best-selling authors in China. Nicknamed ”The Chinese Stephen King”, he has
published over thirty thrillers and short story collections.

CAI JUN

THRILLER

The River
of Oblivion
(La Rivière de l’Oubli)

Shanghai, June 1995
On a rainy night, Shen Ming, a high school teacher admired
and appreciated by his students, is stabbed to death. A short
time before, a young girl, one of Shen Ming’s students, had
been killed on the high school campus.
In charge of the investigation, Inspector Huang Hai is
unable to find a link between all these crimes. Each new
answer leads to a new question. As if clarity was in itself an
illusion …
Nine years later, in October 2004, a gifted young boy,
Si Wang, is adopted by Shen Ming’s ex-fiancée, a very rich
woman whose social status allows her a lot of power. At this
same moment, new murders take place in the city.
And what if the child held the secret to these serial murders?
And what if he was the reincarnation of the professor who
had come back for revenge?

Published
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FULL English
translation available

A thriller playing with
the edges of reality REMINISCENT
OF SOUTH AMERICAN LITERATURE
•
a striking portrait of today’s China,
WHERE SUCCESS HAS BECOME A CORE VALUE
AND CORRUPTION INFILTRATE ALL SOCIAL
RELATIONS

Rights sold in 10 COUNTRIES
ENGLISH, CZECH, GERMAN, KOREAN,
SERBIAN, SLOVAKIAN, THAI, TURKISH,
VIETNAMESE, JAPANESE

LIFE & DEATH & THE PERFECT REVENGE

Guillaume Musso

THRILLER

An Apartment
In Paris
(Un Appartement à Paris)

ART IS A LIE THAT TELLS THE TRUTH…
A MAN, A WOMAN, A SECRET…
A MYSTERIOUS APARTMENT
IN THE HEART OF PARIS…
Paris, an artist’s workshop hidden at the end
of a lush green alleyway. Madeline has rented it to
allow herself some rest and isolation. Due to a
misunderstanding the young cop from London sees
1,6 million
Gaspard, a misanthropic author who has come from
the United States to write in solitude, arrive on her
copies sold
doorstep. These two hyper-sensitive souls are forced
to cohabitate for a few days. The workshop was once
owned by the famous painter Sean Lorenz and still
exudes his passion for colors and light. Overcome by
the assassination of his young son, Lorenz had died the year
before their arrival and had left behind three paintings, which have
since disappeared. Fascinated by his genius and intrigued by his fatal
destiny, Madeline and Gaspard decide to join forces in order to recover
these supposedly extraordinary paintings.
But to uncover the real secret of Sean Lorenz they will first have to
face their own demons in a tragic investigation that will change them
forever.
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“A total triumph. A book of maturity and audacity.” RTL
“A fast paced-intrigue that keeps you turning the pages until the end.”
France 5
“Addictive.” Marie Claire
“His most intoxicating novel. [...] An intense, diabolical thriller that strings
you along so as to better unnerve you. [...] psychologically mastered
characters, multi-level intrigue and unbearable suspense.” Terrafemina

©Emanuele Scorcelletti

An addictive and captivating thriller carried by profoundly human
characters. A vertiginous jump into the mysterious world of creation.

Guillaume Musso
is a phenomenon. Through his
fourteen novels, translated the world
over, this 43-year-old has conquered
the hearts of millions of readers, and
has imposed an original style, where
suspense and emotion are closely
woven together.

14 bestsellers in 14 years!
Sold in 41 languages!
30 Million copies
sold worldwide
On the
top 10 bestseller list
in germany
for 11 weeks
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Praise for Guillaume Musso in France and abroad!
“A little mysterious, a lot romantic and plenty entertaining.” Cosmopolitan (UK)

“The roads to suspense are endless. And surprising… Central Park is a face-paced psychological thriller full of twists.”
L’Espresso (Italy)
“We put the pieces together to discover another mystery. One thrilling story leads to another.” Sisa News People (Korea)

henri lœvenbruck
THE Red Hand
Mystery

Volume 2
HISTORICAL crime NOVEL

(Le Mystère de la Main rouge)

from the catacombs of Paris
to the scrublands of Corsica,
the turmoil of the French Revolution
July 1789. As Parisian revolutionaries storm the Bastille, brilliant
young journalist Gabriel Joly – newly arrived in the capital –
makes the greatest discovery of his new career. He has uncovered
the identity of the Wolf of the Cordeliers, a mysterious vigilante
who haunts the streets of Paris at night… However, just as he is
about to be foiled, the Wolf disappears!
A high-speed pursuit ensues that will take Gabriel Joly to the
Corsican scrublands on the trail of the Red Hand, a strange secret
society whose members have connections with the Revolution
raging in the capital.
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While Louis XVI fights to save the monarchy, his opponents
gain in strength with the increasing support of the people. Their
names are Desmoulins, Danton and Robespierre and Gabriel will
encounter them all on his mission.
Will he manage to find the Wolf of the Cordeliers and discover
the darkest secrets of this mysterious vigilante? From conspiracies
to betrayals, the young journalist has, once again, to call on all his
powers to resolve the enigma of the Red Hand!?
Henri Lœvenbruck

An Engaging & formidable investigator
•
A gripping historical thriller
in the vein of Alexandre Dumas

was born in Paris in 1972.
Writer, musician and
lyricist, he is the author of
over fifteen novels widely
translated.
«The Wolf of the Cordeliers»
is a historical crime novel, in
the vein of «L’Apothicaire»
(The Apothecary) one of his
bestsellers.

henri lœvenbruck

VOlume 1
HISTORICAL crime NOVEL

THE WOLF OF THE
CORDELIERS
(Le Loup des Cordeliers)

A dive into the mysterious backstage
of The French Revolution...
In May 1789, a wind of revolt blows in Paris. Gabriel Joly, brilliant
young provincial, goes to the capital where he dreams of becoming
the greatest journalist of his time. His first challenge: to unmask
the Wolf of the Cordeliers, this terrifying vigilante who, at night,
holds a wolf on a leash and commits bloody murders to protect
women in the streets of Paris...
His investigations lead Gabriel Joly on the trail of the great actors
of the just-starting Revolution: Danton, Desmoulins, Mirabeau,
Robespierre, but also the mysterious young woman Théroigne de
Méricourt and the Masonic lodge of the Nine Sisters...
On July 14, a man discreetly escapes from the Bastille prison, the
same day it capitulates. Will Gabriel Joly discover the true identity
of the Wolf of the Cordeliers, and reveal one of the largest plots of
the French Revolution?

Murders & plots & secret societies
•
Between criminal investigation &
great History
•
a compelling saga
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30 000
copies sold

CAtherine David &
Francoise Bouron

HISTORICAL NOVEL

Babylon
THE CITY OF PASSIONS
(BABYLONE, LE REVEIL DES PASSIONS)

A dazzling novel that blends thriller
and historical saga

PUBLISHED
May, 2020
400 p.

It is sixth century B.C. and rumours are raging like
wildfire around the ancient city of Babylon… Corpses
have been discovered in front of its temples – divine
retribution against the Babylonians or sordid crimes?
These mysterious murders awaken buried passions: fear,
suspicion and anxiety run amok through the alleyways
of this capital in the grip of terrible power struggles.
An old, sick king, a conspiring queen, a mad prince,
a young scribe dreaming of liberation, a hot-headed
general and a ship-owner whose honour has been
sullied… They all want to know the truth about these
infamous crimes and defend the grandeur of the
mythical city.
Conspiracies & betrayals & love intrigues
•
the tumult of Babylon &
The grip of terrible power struggles
•
a journey to the heart of
the scandal-filled lost city

Catherine David
is the author of several novels for
children. Francoise bouron
has a doctorate in history and has long
researched into the city of Babylon.
They bring to life one of the most
mysterious periods of this forgotten
civilisation.

Mireille Calmel

HISTORICAL NOVEL

The Cathar She-Wolf
(LA LOUVE CATHARE)

A colourful blend of revenge & passion
Paris, November 1226, several days before the coronation of St Louis…
The impulsive Griffonelle, a 16-year-old thief, witnesses her mother’s
savage murder in broad daylight. Suspicion quickly falls on Amaury de
Montfort, the son of the man who led the brutal crusade in Occitanie
and burnt hundreds of Cathars at the stake. What was the reason
for this terrible crime – Occitanie is far away and Griffonelle knows
nothing about the Cathar religion?
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The young woman becomes Montfort’s new target; he hunts her down,
demanding that she give him a map of which she has never even heard
– a map sought by the king’s coterie that leads to a secret gold mine in
the heart of the Black Mountain in Occitanie.
If she is to escape this man and survive, Griffonelle must rapidly find
out what her mother was hiding – all while murders multiply among
the king’s entourage and a woman’s ruthless vengeance hovers over her.

© Bruno Lévy /Photo12.com

A woman whose name is forever cursed: the Cathar She-Wolf.

Murders, passionate love & betrayals
Plunge into the heart of
the mysterious Cathars

MIREILLE
CALMEL’S NOVELS
3 MILLION COPIES
•

14 LANGUAGES

Mireille Calmel,
born in 1964, has been writing since
the age of eight. Like many authors,
her writing career started discreetly,
with songs, short stories, plays. Then,
she took several years to write her
first novel, Eleanor’s Bed (XO, 2002),
the success of which was like a
fairytale come true for Mireille. She has
published a total of 9 novels with XO,
all of which have been best-sellers.

VAléry Giscard
D’Estaing

far from the
madding crowd
(LOIN DU BRUIT DU MONDE)
PUBLISHED
NOVEMBER, 2020
250 p.

“It was the African night – cool, velvety, calm, and immense – that
André Reilly, formerly Speaker of the Senate, had come to find.
And that night took possession of him, leading him down the
silver metal steps of the plane until he touched the dark earth he
would never again leave.”
In his fifth novel, doubtless the most personal, Valérie Giscard
d’Estaing introduces a man far from the madding crowd. A man
who leaves behind the corridors of power to find himself. A novel
that evokes themes of desire for escape, solitude and regret.

Valéry giscard d’estaing was born in 1926.
President of the French Republic from 1974 to 1981,
he was elected member of the Académie Française in
2003 and since 2001, he has been the President of
the European Convention. A seasoned author, he has
published 9 works of non-fiction, including the renowned
Démocratie française. He wrote five novels including
The Princess and the President in 2009, which sold over
50,000 copies in France.

CHRISTIAN JACQ

HISTORICAL NOVEL

Egypt
The Last Hope
The heroic life of the High
Priest Petosiris
“You who are living on the earth, approach
my eternal resting place. I will guide you
on the path of life.”
Inscription on the tomb of Petosiris

324 B.C. Ancient Egypt is a mere shadow of what it once
was ; the two lands, North and South, are occupied by
the Persians, cunning and cruel invaders determined to
destroy the civilisation of the Pharaohs. There is one town
that refuses to surrender, however: Hermopolis, the city
of Thoth, god of wise men and scribes. At its head, the
High Priest Petosiris and his wife. The couple, known and
respected by all Egyptians, organise a shadow army and,
with a network of resistance fighters, an uprising is planned
as a prelude to a nationwide revolt.
By following in Thoth’s footsteps, Petosiris becomes not
only a hero and symbol of the struggle against brutal
oppression but also a great sage for all his contemporaries.
For Thoth, god of Knowledge and wielder of formulas of
magic and power, is the master of precision and conveyer
of creative light to humans.
Petosiris and his wife decide to go to the very end in this
terrible combat – better to die than to live as slaves… But
what if a miracle occurred? A miracle named Alexander
the Great who would finally give Egypt back its peace and
freedom.

Betrayals, stratagems, conspiracies
•
a fast paced thriller set
in the heart of Ancient Egypt
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Christian JACQ

HISTORICAL NOVEL

HOREMHEB
THE RETURN OF THE LIGHT
(Le Retour de la lumière)
The extraordinary destiny of a scribe
who became pharaoh
Horemheb contemplated the Great Royal Wife, haloed by the golden
light of the setting sun. An almost unreal beauty.
- Come on, she demanded, getting up.
Squeezing her hand very hard, she took him to the edge of the terrace.
- What can you see, my king?
In the light of the West, the shapes of the pyramids erected by the pharaohs
of the golden age were outlined.
- Our ancestors built eternity, said the queen, and we must continue their
work. What Akhenaton tried to destroy, you need to strengthen!
In the city of the sun of Akhenaten, Horemheb is a royal scribe, with
no particular power. At the death of Akhenaten, thanks to his talents
as a strategist, he avoids a civil war between the supporters of Aton, the
unique God, and the followers of the return to tradition.
Under the reign of the young Tutankhamun, Horemheb was appointed
commander-in-chief of an army that no longer exists and that he is
reforming. He manages, both by diplomatic and military means, to
avoid an invasion of the Hittites, the ancestors of the Turks. On the
death of Tutankhamun, victim of an Atonian plot, the young widow of
the latter tries to sell the country to the Hittites. Horemheb prevents
disaster by removing the Hittite prince who came to marry the traitor.
It is not he who succeeds Tutankhamun, to whom he was always loyal,
but Aÿ, an old courtier, whose program is to do nothing. Four years of
immobility and degradation.
At the death of Aÿ, Horemheb, whose first wife was the victim of an
attack, finally becomes pharaoh. He is fortunate enough to marry a
remarkable Great Royal Wife, who has the same sense of the state as
he does. Horemheb constantly fights against the Azeri party that wants
to regain power and that will stop at nothing to achieve it. He will
nevertheless manage to overcome these plots and jolts in the end.
Author of religious, economic and social reforms, Horemheb
reestablished a golden age, as testified by his tomb of the Valley of the
Kings.

	the extraordinary destiny
of the scribe who preventED Egypt
from sinking into chaos
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CHRISTIAN
JACQ’S NOVELS:
30 MILLION COPIES
WORLDWIDE
•

TRANSLATED INTO
29 LANGUAGES

CHRISTIAN JACQ,
declared one day that his
greatest happiness was
to write on the banks
of the Nile... A beautiful
summary of a passion that
took him over very young,
after he discovers Egypt
aged thirteen, through his
readings. His novels are now
translated into 29 languages.
skip to content

CHRISTIAN JACQ
HISTORICAL NOVEL

PHARAOH
(Pharaon)

The fascinating LIFE
of the first PharaoH
Pharaoh Thutmose III (1504-1450), who will be later
nicknamed the Egyptian Napoleon, was a redoubtable
strategist and fearless warrior. But the man was also a scholar
who had at heart the constant improvement of the lot of his
people. Madly in love with the remarkable musician Satiah,
he was the first Egyptian king to be called Pharaoh. This
novel tells the extraordinary life of one of the greatest kings
of ancient Egypt.
Chosen by the gods, Thutmosis III was too young to rule.
A woman, the famous Hatchepsout, therefore ran the
country in his place. At the death of the Pharaoh Queen, he
was forced to leave his dear libraries to exercise real power.
A great connoisseur of sacred texts, writer, botanist,
concerned about public health, Thutmosis is confronted
with a major danger from the beginning of his reign:
a coalition formed in Syria has plans to invade Egypt.
The Egyptian Napoleon will have to conduct 17 military
campaigns to reduce his adversaries to powerlessness.
Intrepid, he will lead his professional army beyond the
Euphrates, with considerable risks.
Wise, this pharaoh drew himself the scenes of the Book
of the Hidden Chamber on the walls of his tomb in the
Valley of Kings. A great builder, he notably built the temple
at Karnak dedicated to the initiation of high priests.
Faced with adversity and the severe blows that destiny
brought him, Tuthmosis never gave up. And his kingdom,
inspired by celestial harmony, was of this world.

passion, combat, ancestral wisdom &
search for harmon
•
the adventures and secrets of one
of the greatest kings of Egypt

50 000
COPIES
Sold in
france
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Rights sold
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"

My name is Thutmosis, and I have built
a world. A world with borders threatened
by darkness and barbarism. A world that
could have disappeared under the weight
of greed, lies and mediocrity. But I fought,
day after day, with the help of the gods
so that the light could shine, and feed the
humans.
And my kingdom was of this world.

"

Christian JACQ

T h e i n v est i gat i o n s
Carbon Footprint
(L’EMPREINTE CARBON)

Cozy crime
series

In addition to his fantastic novels about
ancient Egypt, Christian Jacq is also the
author of a cult series, The Investigations

of Inspector Higgins , which has captivated
thousands of readers.
In this new novel, it all starts with a
poisoning at an awards ceremony. An illustrious
mathematician is wrongly accused on the basis
of a false testimony. The investigation is sloppy.
A nice scandal on the horizon, unless Higgins
untangles the threads of an enigma.

media
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“This book reads like a great Agatha Christie
novel and we are impatiently awaiting to
discover the next adventures of this Inspector
from Scotland Yard who takes as much after
Hercule Poirot as he does Inspector Colombo.”
Le Dauphiné Libéré

of Inspector Higgins
For daring to commit the mortal sin of defending
carbon and carbon dioxide, Professor Gregory
Cloud is murdered at home by a hooded killer.

> 4 TITLES PER YEAR
> 36 TITLES ALREADY

PUBLISHED

The investigation is assigned to Higgins who
finds clues in the victim’s apartment implicating a
group advocating total decarbonisation.
Among the suspects are the founder of the NGO
Cold Planet and a Chinese woman who wants to

700,000
copies sold
of the series

save the world, under the directives of a supreme
being.
But is the wretched carbon really the reason
behind Professor Cloud’s murder?
Up to Higgins to find the real carbon footprint…

About Inspector Higgins…

about CHRISTIAN JACQ’S
WORKs:
> Sold in 29 languages
> More than 30 Million
copies sold WORLWIDE!

While seeming to enjoy a quiet retirement in his comfortable home full of souvenirs from
the East, the ex-Chief Inspector finds himself regularly torn from his roses and readings
of eminent authors in order to help Scotland Yard resolve particularly sensitive cases.
The only Englishman who hates tea, a stocky food lover with a salt and pepper mustache,
he is a formidable auditor who knows how to scrutinize the darkest corners of the human
soul and extract information from the tiniest of clues.

NICOLAS VANIER
A nOVEL & a movie

POLY
THE new NOVEL by the movie
director of «Belle & Sebastien»

1964
Louise and her 10-year-old daughter, Cécile, go to live in a little
village in the Cévennes region where a medieval, half-ruined
castle is inhabited by a strange character, Victor.
Cécile struggles to make friends with the other children in the
village but her life is changed by the arrival of a travelling circus.
She is enchanted by the show and meets Poly, a young pony who
is being mistreated by the circus owner, Mr Brancalou.
Shocked, she devises a strategy to get the pony out of its fenced
enclosure. A relationship of trust grows between the child and the
animal, who are gradually taming each other. Cécile finally has
the feeling she has found a friend. A best friend!
Everyone is looking for Poly – the inhabitants of the village, the
gendarmes and above all, Brancalou – but Victor is the only one
to discover Cécile’s secret: she decided to secretly join her father in
Italy to save Poly from Brancalou’s clutches.

A friendship between A child & A pony
that survives every trial
•
A family tale based on strong
AND enduring values
•
A moving & captivating story
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Movie
to be
released
WOLDWIDE
in 2021

Nicolas Vanier is the author of many travel books and
adventure novels. His seven previous books published by
XO Editions have all been bestsellers.

ANNE PLICHOTA & CENDRINE WOLF
Young Adult

Dreaming of
Another World

Anne Plichota & Cendrine Wolf

The Tower of the Forgotten

Dreaming of
Another World

(Ils rêvaient d’un autre monde)

a blend of realism and fiction
In Caracas, Venezuela, four adolescents – the Gracias – have
to draw deep on their resources of courage in a bid to help their
family survive. While keeping the secret of their origins secret,
they are growing up in a gigantic vertical squat, a tower block
where poverty and insecurity make daily life a living hell. The
worst happens when the country is hit by terrible flooding and the
tower becomes the target of the most violent desires. The Gracias
are, however, at the front line of fierce resistance.

THE NEW series
by the authors of
«Oksa POLLOCK"

At the same time in France, two childhood friends (the intrepid
Fany and the timid Shaun) are experiencing the full throes of
climate change near and are forced to watch helplessly as their
comfortable way of life is brutally destroyed.
Separated by thousands of miles, their fates will nonetheless
coincide and converge on the same hope: surviving and rebuilding
a world recovering from chaos.
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The COUrage & hope
of the young generation
•
rebuilding a new world
out of chaos
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« All will be well » becomes the characters’ mantra to reassure,
comfort and give both courage and hope.

ANNE PLICHOTA & CENDRINE WOLF are the authors of the
worldwide successful Oksa Pollock series.
They have been writing together for almost twelve years.
Their novels and series have conquered a large audience
around essential themes : identity, friendship, ecology.

ANNE PLICHOTA & CENDRINE WOLF

OKSA POLLOCK

YOUNG ADULT

PROMISES OF
TOMORROW

(L’Espoir des lendemains)

the much Awaited return of
Oksa Pollock
In this new volume in the series, we find our heroine, 10 years later,
dealing with the vicissitudes of power, facing the conservative old
guard and the youth that wants to emancipate, eager for another
world...
Oksa is finally back to Edefia!
After the Civil War, the Lost-and-Found Land gradually recovered
from its wounds, thanks to the energy of its inhabitants, the young
Gracious and the Runaways. Better days are coming, especially as
Oksa and Gus are going to be parents.
But everything is not good as it seems. The allies of the cursed felons
band together in secret to overthrow the Gracious power and the
youth aspires to know The-Outside. The revolt rises, while, under
the effect of climate degradation, Edefia begins to decline.
Stay and fight? Give up and leave? Threatened from inside and
outside, Oksa and the Runaways will have to make crucial and cruel
choices.

Catch up with a Powerfully
seductive & Definitely magical saga
•
A story filled with inventive magic
& rich with humanity
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International
TV SERIES
TO come

THE NEW volume
of the YA
FRENCH Phenomenon
«Oksa POLLOCK"

Oksa Pollock
6 volumes & 1 million copies sold worldwide
•
translated into 27 languages
•
a unique universe
•
a cast of lovable characters & crazy creatures
«Oksa Pollock» is a breathtaking saga, with inventive magic and great human wealth, for readers aged
10 to 15 years, written by two librarians from Strasbourg, Anne Plichota and Cendrine Wolf. Oksa is
a teenager freshly settled in London whose life will change the day she learns that she is the heir to a
hidden world that her family has had to flee and she is the only one who can save...

WARNING: this series is magical!
Once you get to know Oksa, you won’t be able to live without her,
or without the amazing Pollock family and the extravagant creatures
of their fantastic world...

The Forest
of the Lost
Vol 2

The Heart of
Two Worlds
Vol 3

The Evil Ties
Vol 4

© Damien Grenon / photo12.com

The Last Hope
Vol 1

The Reign of
the Felons
Vol 5

The Last Star
Vol 6

ANNE PLICHOTA & CENDRINE WOLF are the authors of the
worldwide successful Oksa Pollock series.
They have been writing together for almost ten years. Their
novels and series have conquered a large audience around
essential themes : identity, friendship, relationships.

JAMILA VUAJOUR
TESTIMONY

The Strength
to Love
(La Force d’aimer)

Jamila is born on a council estate with dreams bigger than herself.
She quickly comes to realise, however, that her family has her
future, and her marriage, all mapped out. She vows to herself that
she will become a judge, to right the wrongs of the world.
One day she hears about Michel Vaujour, a legendary armed
robber famous for having escaped from prison in a helicopter.
The extreme solitude and isolation of this man reminds the law
student of the straitjacket into which her family wish to place her.
On an impulse, she writes to him. Their first meeting in the prison
is a shock. Michel Vaujour is impressed by the strength radiating
from Jamila who, in her turn, decides to help him get him out of
prison by an aerial escape. The operation fails and she is sentenced
to seven year incarceration.
From their respective prisons, Jamila and Michel write passionate
letters to each other. She begs him to finally put down his arms
and to give up on a life on the run. Michel eventually listens and
extinguishes the anger that burns inside him, abandoning his
ideas of hara-kiri. Believing, for the first time in over 20 years
spent behind bars, that happiness is possible…
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The extraordinary love story of two
beings passionate about freedom
•
when your dreams are bigger than
yourself, happiness is possible…

Jamila Vaujour lives near Paris with her husband, Michel.
She has specialised in the publication of legal books. She gives us
an original and poignant testimony to the life of women in prison.

LINDA & JEAN ARCELIN

The Angel of
Pigalle

TESTIMONY

(L’Ange de Pigalle)

Linda is 76 years old. She has been a prostitute in Paris for more
than 50 years.
How do you become a prostitute? And how do you remain one for
so long?
The Angel of Pigalle is the story of a little girl from the Ardennes,
Paulette, who never wanted to take the path of prostitution but
nonetheless did – victim of her innocence, her dreams and a series
of overwhelming events. Forced into aborting a pregnancy of six
months and under the sway of a bad man, Paulette was transformed
into Linda. After learning the trade, her days become an endless
series of “tricks”, in brothels, swinger’s clubs and hotels.
When she eventually gave birth, she decided to hide the truth from
her daughter, started using her real name of Paulette again and
became a respectable mother – all while continuing to practise her
profession as prostitute. Today she is grandmother to a boy of 14
and it is for him that Paulette has written this book – so that he can
one day understand, without shame, what her life has been.
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The extraordinary testimony of
a woman who has prostituted herself
for 50 years
•
the story of a magnificent,
colourful and courageous woman

LINDA has written this book with Jean Arcelin,
co-author of the works of Charlotte Valandrey
(pub. XO. Editions)

François-Guillaume
LorraiN
HISTORICAL ESSAY

LOUIS XIV
THE CHILD KING
(LOUIS XIV, L’ENFANT ROI)
the harsh & extraordinary
apprenticeship of solitude and power
The childhood of Louis XIV was both unhappy and romantic.
Crushed by his teachers, watched over by Mazarin who initiated
him into the art of intrigue and taught him how to be a king,
whipped by his mother Anne of Austria, who let him get away
with nothing, his upbringing was draconian.
Sovereign at five years old, he found himself thrown into one of
the most turbulent periods in the history of France. Parliament
pushes him around, princes challenge him and the people invade
his palace. Louis is both a capricious, stubborn child and a young
king who must suffer his elders’ contempt in silence.
Before the rising of the sun had been a “little man” and the
humiliated Louis’ sole ambition became to exert his power.
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A passionate writer of historical fiction, François-Guillaume
Lorrain brings the private childhood of one of the most fascinating
figures of French history. This childhood and adolescence was one
of the most epic, painful and fascinating of any French statesman.

media

A great and finely orchestrated ballet
about the education of a king
•
How did the young Louis
become the Sun King

“An authentic, extraordinary novel that retraces the
early years of the future Sun King […] An intensely
pleasurable and seductive read from the talented
pen of storyteller François-Guillaume Lorrain.”
Le Figaro Magazine

François-Guillaume
Lorrain is a journalist and
writer. Graduate of the Ecole
Normale, lecturer in literature,
he is the author of ten novels and
non-fiction works. In 2019,
he was awarded the
Contemporary History Book Prize.

Valérie Portheret
HISTORICAL ESSAY

You won’t get
the children

(VOUS N’AUREZ PAS LES ENFANTS)
As she flicked through the entry-and-exit records of children
taken into a chateau in the Drôme region of France during the
Second World War, Valérie Portheret’s attention was seized by a
detail: little “V”s added in lead pencil after a dozen names. What
did it mean? She was told that the names were probably those of
Jewish children hidden in the chateau under a false identity after
being rescued from a camp situated at Vénissieux in the suburbs
of Lyon. “V” for Vénissieux. That was where 1,016 foreign Jews,
rounded up on 26 August 1942, were held awaiting “sorting”.
26 August 1942. In response to Nazi demands, the French Vichy
government ordered the rounding up of foreign Jews in the region
of Lyon. Early that morning, 1,016 were arrested and assembled in
a “sorting” camp in Vénisseux.
Night of 28 to 29 August 1942. Members of welfare organisations
present in the camp managed to convince parents to sign papers
abandoning their own children to the care of a Christian charity,
the only way to save them from deportation.
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EGLISH
MANUSCRIPT
AVAILABLE

Despite the mothers’ shouting, weeping and suicide attempts,
108 children are separated from their parents and surreptitiously
removed from the camp. At the same time, gendarmes take 545
adults by coach to the station of St Priest – direction Drancy
and then Auschzwitz, where the great majority of them will be
gassed. In the following hours, the police launch a search for these
children hidden in a former convent. In leaflets, the Resistance
declares: “You won’t get the children”.
This is the untold story of the greatest rescue of Jewish children,
destined for death, undertaken in France during the Second
World War by an incredible chain of men and women working
together.

A voice of remembrance and a homage
to the virtuous
•
An exceptional historical document
accompanied by photos of the camp of
Vénissieux

After 25 years of research,
historian Valérie Portheret
has recreated the rescue from the camp of
Vénissieux and has managed to identify 90 of
the 108 children saved from deportation, now
living all over the world, collecting testimonies
from many of them. This extraordinary story
captivated public opinion at the time, forcing
French government to refuse the Nazis’
demands to deport further Jews.

Mike Horn
Antarctica,
the Dream of a Lifetime

non-fiction / Adventure

(L’Antarctique, le rêve d’une vie)

AN INCREDIBLE BATTLE AGAINST
THE ELEMENTS, THE COLD,
THE WIND & THE ICE
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170,000
COPIES SOLD
IN FRANCE

FULL ENGLISH
TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE

Mike Horn was born on July 16th 1966 in Johannesburg. During his childhood,
he does much sport such as rugby, cricket, athletics, tennis, bike, etc. In 1991,
he embarks on his first adventure: he explores the Peruvian Andes rafting and
paragliding. Thus was he bitten by the adventure bug.
Through his expeditions, Mike Horn, despite all incidents, loneliness and
extreme conditions, has always been pursuing the one and the same goal:
to feel alive, free, with and for other people. He deals with his challenges as if
they were paths of wisdom. For thirty years, he has been delivering humanist
messages, showing us the strenght of his values and mind.

©

Profession: extreme adventurer

Crossing Antarctica was my childhood dream. I decided to face this white
immensity by following an unexplored itinerary, the longest that one could imagine:
5100 kilometers in an almost perfectly straight path with, in the middle, a terrible
obstacle: Dome Charlie, a mountain of ice.
To succeed in this crossing, I know I will have to beat speed records so as not to
be swallowed up by the winter. People told me it would be hellish, a race against
death. After three weeks on a boat to get to the continent amid icebergs, the 13th
of December 2016 I firmly stick my poles in the ice, my skis are parallel and a
256-kilogram sled is attached to my shoulders.
For a moment my heart tightens. I have a moment of melancholy. I think about Cathy, my
wife, who before joining the stars, whispered: “Live for me, Mike, live for both of us”. I will
no longer turn back. I will look ahead. Armed with only my kite-ski and my calves, I am
a long way from imagining the challenge ahead.
On February 7, 2017, at 22h50 Mike Horn, alone and unassisted, completes his
Antarctic crossing. 5100 kilometers in 57 days in extreme conditions that pushed
him to the end of his force.

MIKE HORN
THE GREATEST MODERN-DAY EXPLORER

“That very day I took off on
the most beautiful, the most difficult
and the craziest of adventures.”
“I always knew that freedom was reliant
on our inner soul.”

LATITUDE ZERO
Publication : March 2001
352 pages
The solo and
nonmotorised
circumnavigation
of the Earth around
the Equator.

CONQUERING THE IMPOSSIBLE
Publication : March 2005
400 pages
The 2 year
and 3 month
nonmotorised
circumnavigation
of the Arctic Circle.

SCHOOLED BY FAR NORTH
Publication : March 2006
180 pages
NORTH POLE
WINTER FAMILY EXPEDITION
Mike Horn, his wife and
their 2 daughters
crossed Bylot Island on skis.

MIKE HORN
6 titles
OVER 1 MILLION copies sold
in France
THE NORTH POLE BY NIGHT
Publication : March 2007
240 pages
The 2-month trek
to the North Pole
in the darkness
of the Arctic winter.

REACHING FOR THE SKY
Publication : October 2015
260 pages

A crazy challange:
climbing four 8,000m peaks
in the Himalayas in a row.
No oxygen, no ropes ! Only the force of will!
FULL ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

EMMANUEL MACRON’S BESTSELLING ESSAY
NON FICTION

November 24,2016
270 p.
FULL ENGLISH
TRANSLATION
AVAILABLE

Emmanuel Macron
Revolution (Révolution)
"To regain hope, we need to confront the reality of our world.
Some believe that our country is in decline, that the worst is yet to come, that our civilization is withering
away. That only isolation or civil strife are on our horizon. That to protect ourselves from the great
transformations taking place around the globe, we should go back in time and apply the recipes of the
last century. […]
I am convinced that they are all wrong. It is their models, their recipes, that have simply failed. France
as a whole has not failed.
I am convinced that our country has the strength, the resilience, and the desire to progress. Its history
and its people make this possible."

In Revolution, Emmanuel Macron reveals his personal
history and his inspirations, and discusses his vision of
France and its future in a new world that is undergoing
a ‘great transformation’. This is a remarkable book
that seeks to lay the foundations for a new society
— a compelling testimony and statement of values
by a political leader who has become the flag-bearer for
a new kind of politics.

200,000 COPIES
SOLD IN FRANCE
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“Emmanuel Macron has stood up for liberal values. He put forward
a vision for the important role that France plays in Europe and
around the world, and he is committed to a better future for the
French people. He appeals to people’s hopes and not their fears.”
BARACK OBAMA
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